A second potential counterexample to the claim that parametric variation is limited to functional items comes from prepositional complementizers of the sort found in French and Italian. In both languages, infinitives are often preceded by no overt prepositional complementizer (the contexts are not identical in the two languages). In both, prepositional complementizers frequently do appear (again, the contexts are not identical). The prepositional complementizer is usually de in French and di in Italian. Sometimes it is à in French and a in Italian. A minimal difference is found with their counterparts of try: essayer de... in French vs. provare a... in Italian.
If French essayer differed from Italian provare in being parameterized for taking de rather than for à (and the reverse for provare) we would be associating a parameter with a non-functional item (assuming try to be lexical).
Alternatively, it might be that at least the prepositional complementizer à/a is associated with a list of (subject and object control) verbs that it selects for and that differs somewhat in French vs. Italian. In Italian provare is on the list associated with a; in French essayer is not on the list associated with à.
An apparent problem is that a seems to be in the wrong place relative to the verb, if a is to be the selector (parallel to feminine gender). The problem would dissolve if prepositional complementizers are merged outside VP, as in Kayne (2005, chapters 5, 7 and 9). (Strictly speaking, the relation between prepositional complementizer and verb (or VP headed by it) will be mediated by a K(ase) morpheme.) 2. Intra-language parametric variation.
A possible objection to the preceding is that within Italian there are actually two verbs for try (cf. try and attempt in English) and they differ from each other in choice of prepositional complementizer: In French assez patterns regularly with the other degree words:
(9) Jean est trop/si/aussi grand.
The word order difference between (4) and (5) can be thought of parametrically in movement terms. In English the adjective must move higher past enough (cf. in part Bresnan (1973, 285) and Jackendoff (1977, 151) And again there is nothing unexpected here. Given (1), it's not languages that differ parametrically, at bottom, but rather particular elements of the lexicon (arguably only functional elements) that differ parametrically. So there's no reason at all not to expect that in many languages there will be cases in which similar elements within that language have differing properties (such as enough vs. the other degree elements in English). Another way to put this is:
(10) Parametric variation occurs within languages as well as across languages.
A stronger formulation (that seems plausible) is:
(11) The parametric variation that occurs within languages is of exactly the same sort as the parametric variation that occurs across languages. The elements subject to it are the same in both kinds of cases, and the features/properties in question are, too.
3. Back to lexical vs. functional.
In addition to gender and prepositional complementizers, the count/mass distinction appears to involve parametric variation associated with lexical rather than functional items. For example, English and French differ with respect to grape: (12) Give us some grapes/*grape.
(13) Donne-nous du raisin/*des raisins.
In English grape normally has count noun properties and can be used as a mass noun only in special contexts. In French raisin is on the contrary normally a mass noun.
(It can be used as a count noun in special cases.) This looks like a parametric difference associated with lexical items.
Alternatively, we might try to relate this kind of variation to: (14) John has a large number/*amount of friends.
(15) John has a large amount/*number of money.
by taking lexical nouns to always be accompanied by either number or amount or (cf. Kayne (2005, chapter 8) ) unpronounced NUMBER or AMOUNT, depending on count vs. mass.
If we take nouns like number and amount and their unpronounced counterparts to be functional, not lexical, elements (cf. the notion 'semi-lexical' in Corver and van Riemsdijk (2001)), then we can say that these functional nouns select for lexical nouns (again, in the unpredictable cases in terms of a list -the selection configuration needs to be made precise). English grape and French raisin differ with respect to which list they are on. If so, we are looking at a property of functional nouns (and only indirectly at a property of lexical nouns). English NUMBER/number selects for grape, French AMOUNT/quantité selects for raisin (the relevance of markedness needs to be worked out).
Consider now the case of missing lexical items, of the sort illustrated by English shallow having no direct counterpart in French. This might be thought of as a parametric difference centered on a lexical (as opposed to functional) item (realizable in one language but not in another). But that would appear to leave out the fact that French can readily express what English expresses using shallow, namely with peu profond ('little deep').
The alternative that suggests itself is that shallow in English is necessarily accompanied by LITTLE BIT:
(16) This lake is LITTLE BIT shallow. LITTLE BIT 'selects' for certain adjectives, including shallow, in English. The same is true in French, except that French has to pronounce BIT (as peu -cf. Kayne (2005, sect. 12.4)). Thus this French/English difference may be rethinkable as a property of LITTLE and/or BIT, both arguably functional rather than lexical.
A case that may lie at the intersection of shallow and grape is one pointed out (p.c.) by Peter Svenonius, who noted that various languages presumably lack a direct counterpart of reindeer. In fact French seems to lack a word corresponding to English moose. Thinking of the fact that the plural of moose is moose and that such a zero plural is widespread in English with names of animals, it may be that English has an unpronounced classifier for (large) animals that is associated with a selection list that contains moose. French would have a comparable classifier whose selection list contains no parallel item, so the parametric difference would be associated more directly with the animal classifer than with moose itself.
There is some similarity between this case and the Hale and Keyser (2002) discussion of laugh in English vs. Basque, which expresses laugh as overt light verb plus noun. The expectation would be that this difference could be localized as a property of the light verb itself, which has to be pronounced in Basque vs. English and which would count as functional, rather than as a property of lexical laugh. (In this case and in general, it is essential that the properties associated with parameters be limited in complexity.)
As a final case bearing on the functional vs. lexical question, consider idioms, which seem to crucially involve, in at least some cases, arbitrary choices of lexical items (judgments given for the idiomatic sense), e.g.: (24) *They have too/so/how/as money.
In present terms, the natural proposal is that (23) contains an unpronounced MUCH (cf. Jackendoff (1977, 152) ).
But that by itself leaves us with a curious coincidence. Enough is the one degree word to occur with unpronounced MUCH rather than with pronounced much, and also the one degree word that imposes the order 'adjective + degree word', as in smart enough (vs. *smart too, etc.).
A step toward linking these two properties is to say the following: Therefore the structure of (23) is: (27) ...MUCH enough money.
We can now account for the impossibility of (24) (31) and (27) Note in passing that Chomsky's (1995, 203) idea of linking VP-deletion directly to VP-destressing does not cover the whole range of cases:
(36) JOHN didn't break the window, YOU did (*break the window).
(37) Who broke the window? HE did (*break the window).
In these, a destressed in situ VP is impossible. By (33)/(34)/(35), the unpronounced object must be in the Spec of a phase, the head of which might be the de whose appearance needed explaining. (Alternatively, de itself might head a phase through whose Spec the unpronounced object has passed.
In some cases there may be an unpronounced counterpart of de.)
What about unpronounced heads? If the unpronounced head is the head of a projection that contains no pronounced material at all, we can speak of an unpronounced phrase, and fall back into the previous discussion.
What, then, of an unpronounced head whose maximal projection does contain pronounced material (in complement or in specifier position)? A familiar apparent such case is pseudo-gapping/VP-subdeletion, as in:
(40) He praises you more often than he does us.
An idea that goes back to work by Jayaseelan (1985) is that the stranded phrase us in (40) must have been moved out of the VP prior to 'deletion'.
But why couldn't the verb alone have been 'deleted' under identity with the matrix verb?
Assume as earlier that (33) is the sole source of non-pronunciation (at least for elements that have a possible pronunciation). Then the verb alone could not possibly be unpronounced, since head positions themselves (whether of phases or non-phases) will never fail to be seen by the operation of spellout. Spellout will fail to see V in (40) if V is within a phasal Spec, in which case pronounced us must not be, i.e. must have moved out (to the Spec of some non-phase), which is what we needed to show.
Note that the 'must' of (33)i excludes classical head movement. Head movement that would leave a pronounced copy behind might in turn be excluded if the doubling alluded to just above (35) in incompatible with head positions -cf. Kayne (1994, 59) on coordination.
7. Back again to enough.
The deviance of:
(41) *John has much enough money.
can now be attributed to (33) (assuming the appropriate landing site(s) for much/MUCH).
As is well-known, (41) contrasts with:
(42) (?)John has little enough money. which in turn correlates with the fact that (23) cannot have the interpretation of (42).
Put another way, little must be pronounced, unlike much, even when preposed to enough. Rather than an informal notion of 'recoverability', it might be that (42) contains an unpronounced negation (that must be licensed by overt little -cf. the earlier discussion of shallow) and that the presence of that negation prevents little/LITTLE from reaching the Spec of a phase. 
